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Worksheet 6: 

Fill in the blanks with the proper word from the word bank. Some 

words are repeated for better understanding. 

 

 

1. The situation of the kid who hit his head was ______________ 

than the situation of the kid who hit his foot. 

2. Jacob made an ______________ to his best friend that he liked 

Snickers better than Butterfinger. 

3. My cousin just moved to a city that is surrounded my 

______________ of clear, blue waters. 

4. Farrah went to go ______________ down my the water where 

the crime scene was. 

5. ______________ our group of dancers will win the talent show 

finally this year. 

snoop          expression             admission           sober               dire         

perhaps      expanse                 expanses            soberer      snooping      

expressions                             direr 
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6. After my dad got some extra sleep, he reported feeling 

______________. 

7. If I feel ______________, then it means I have a clear head. 

8. The baby’s face showed many different ______________; first, 

he looked happy, then sad, and then angry. 

9. The speech the principal gave at school left a bored 

______________ on all of the students’ faces. 

10. When we heard there was a fight in the cafeteria, we all went 

______________. 

11. The school cleared out a large ______________ of empty space 

for the book fair to be held outside in the courtyard. 

12. After my friend disobeyed her parents, she had three 

______________ to make to them about what she did.  
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Answer Key 
 

 

 

 

 

Worksheet 6 

1. direr 

2. admission 

3. expanses 

4. snoop 

5. perhaps 

6. soberer 

7. sober 

8. expressions 

9. expression 

10. snooping 

11. expanse 

12. admissions  


